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Dear Michael, 

 

 First, let me thank you for moving forward so quickly with this. Rather than 

responding separately to each of the “Pros and Cons;” and I understand that these are 

initial comments which are economic driven, I will respond by intertwining them with the 

intent of my resolution, which is the basis for this legislation. 

 

 The reason I brought this resolution was that this tax has inherent flaws that 

penalize certain taxpayers for no other reason than geographic location and honesty. In my 

opinion it is almost unenforceable due to cost effectiveness, further penalizing all taxpayers. 

It boils down to a matter of fairness. 

 

 For those of us who live on the border of a jurisdiction with a lower sales tax rate 

the question becomes whether people are intentionally shopping in that jurisdiction to save 

the difference between the tax rates; then reporting that difference on their New York 

State Income Tax Return. I will use myself as an example. I live in Suffern, New York 

which borders Mahwah, New Jersey. I live so close to the border that the backyard of my 

neighbors across the street border Mahwah. My entire Legislative District and your entire 

Assembly District borders New Jersey. I would venture to guess that many other state 

representatives have similar district boundaries. 

 



 Most people that I know, myself included, generally shop with what I call a 

“Conscious of Innocence Purchase.” We are shopping based on logistics; the stores that are 

in the closest proximity to where we live, like and need. Most purchases are for minimal 

amounts and the difference in sales tax I hardly believe even crosses the mind of most 

people.  

 

 Not to get granular, as an example, you may drive two miles into another 

jurisdiction for groceries and then make a purchase at another store in the same strip mall, 

as opposed to driving back towards home and three miles farther to purchase at the same 

type of store in your jurisdiction. Most people conduct their business in the natural course 

of their daily lives and what is most convenient. 

  

 In furtherance of that argument, the farther you are from the border, Stony Point, 

New York as opposed to Pearl River, New York, traveling to save a miniscule amount, 

while having it offset by the cost of a gallon of gas and time makes little sense and is hardly 

the norm. Let’s also keep in mind that when grocery shopping, while non-food items that 

are part of normal grocery shopping are taxable, most food items are non-taxable. To 

expect people to leave the taxable items out of their shopping cart and cross back to their 

jurisdiction for those items is simply ludicrous. 

 

 Look at your own situation, which may apply to many of your colleagues, both in 

the Assembly and Senate. You are in Albany and make a taxable purchase that you bring 

home to Rockland. Did you travel to Albany to make that purchase? No, you made it 

because you had to be there to perform your duties. Should you really be required to 

calculate the tax difference between Albany County and Rockland County and report that 

on your tax return? Under the law, if you stop at a New York State Thruway Rest Area 

and make a purchase that you bring home, you would have to determine the county you 

make the purchase in and any tax rate difference. 

 

 I would be curious to see how many New York State Legislators account for this line 

item on their personal income tax return?  

 

 In the bigger picture we have a society that before the pandemic and working from 

home, which may actually have eliminated many cross border transactions, often travel 

across several jurisdictions for work. Should someone who travels to another county for 

work be expected to pay the difference in sales tax for a lunch-time purchase or some 

Christmas shopping after work? 

 

 In the example given of Albany/Saratoga Counties, my guess would be that a 

preponderance of Saratoga residents would not do their daily shopping in Albany County 

(higher rate) as Clifton Park is a main shopping location. Conversely, Albany County, as 

the state capital, benefits from commuters from other jurisdictions as it is the employment 

hub of the region. Saratoga, of course, being part of the Lake George Region, is a 

vacation/day trip destination. Under those circumstances people should not be penalized 

for any consumer goods purchased, which are most likely minimal. 

 



 Looking specifically at the, “Pros,” New York State residents pay some of the 

highest taxes in the nation and it is the obligation of every elected official to fiscally manage 

their state budget. Any tax relief of course is positive. As for the onus on taxpayers for 

record keeping, the state provides a chart based on federal adjusted gross income to 

determine your liability, which eliminates the need for your own record keeping if you so 

desire. I would venture to guess most taxpayers use the chart. 

 

 We should also remember that the cross border sales tax works both ways. While 

there is probably no nuts and bolts statistics, those who purchase in a higher rate 

jurisdiction offset those who pay in a lower rate jurisdiction to at least some degree and 

maybe more. 

 

 In closing, the amounts involved make it prohibitive for the state to enforce this law 

and from what I understand a majority of New York State residents report zero on their 

return, which penalizes the most honest among us. I believe that the amount the state 

realizes, coupled with the lack of ability to enforce, calls for the state to repeal this tax and 

leave it to those amounts $1,000.00 or above.  

 

 Perhaps some statistics about how many returns have a line item amount other than 

zero, compared to those that have an amount; plus the cumulative dollar amount, broken 

down by assembly district, border versus non-border, would provide appropriate contrast. 

If possible, please ensure the tax on purchases $1,000.00 and above is separate from those 

under $1,000.00.  

 

 Once again, thank you for your diligence. 

 

 

Sincerely 

 

 

Charles Falciglia 

Legislator, District 12 - Ramapo 
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